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Creating the perfect wedding suites from save the dates to programs is a thrilling 
venture of colors, ribbons and wording. Setting your invitations apart and devising 
original pieces is essential and begins with you, the Bride and Groom. 
 
You’ve clipped images from magazines and pinned invites to your dream wedding 
board, giving you a compilation of stationary fit for a king. How do you sort through 
the mass of examples? What’s perfect, what’s great and what’s good? 
 
There is no clear definition of what’s right and wrong when it comes to invitations, 
what really matters is the union of two lovers. However, if you’re interested in some 
basic guidelines for wedding suites, we’ve broken it down for you in the simplest 
form. 
 
Wedding Invitation Do’s 
Shop around 
Interview designers, search multiple online invitation companies and practice that 
DIY idea that you come across. Just like anything else, your wedding invitations 
need a little TLC. Spend a good month playing with invite ideas and jotting down 



your likes and dislikes. Once you’ve settled on a concept that works for you and your 
big day, set it in stone and sign any necessary contracts and paperwork. When it 
comes to the end product, you need to feel a sense of satisfaction; after all, this 
piece of paper kicks off the entire wedding event. 
 
Keep it simple 
White space, soft colors and minimal frill go a long way. It’s easy to add wording to 
an already cluttered invitation. It’s tempting to include that ribbon and glitter, but 
before you do so, ask yourself if it truly enhances the look and feel. Allow your 
guests to be fixated on the event and not the decoration. Our advice? Do embrace 
the lightness of purity and simplicity. 
 
Time it right 
Timing is everything. If you send your invitation too soon, guests may forget. If you 
send your invites too late, calendars may already be full. It’s recommended to mail 
invitations 6-8 weeks before your wedding date to give guests adequate time to 
schedule. Timing applies to RSVP’s as well. It’s vital for your caterer, venue and 
yourself to know the final count. Kindly ask folks to RSVP three weeks before the big 
day, this will provide you with enough time to get a final headcount to your vendors. 
 

Wedding Invitations Don’ts 
Avoid inviting distant friends and relatives 
If you haven’t spoken to someone in over two years, it’s safe to say you can leave 
them off the guest list. Don’t worry about hurting the feelings of distant relatives and 
friends, they may be thankful to not have to buy a wedding gift for a couple they 
hardly know. That girl who sat next to you in College Biology will forgive you for not 
including her on this very intimate day. Save the affection for near and dear people 
who will only enhance your day with their presence. 
 
Including registry info on your invitation is kind of… brash 
Don’t be greedy, that’s what showers and parties are for. Guests will chatter behind 
your back if they see registry information on the wedding invitations. Not only is it 
bad form, it’s quite excessive. Close friends throw your bridal shower because it’s 
appropriate for them to request gifts for the Bride and Groom. Having the Bride and 
Groom request gifts for themselves borders on the line of selfishness. Let’s be 
honest, even without the instructions, you’ll receive a multitude of gifts on the big 
day. 
 
Take the control out of your parents hands 
It’s quite common for the parents of the Bride and Groom to think this wedding 
celebration is for them. It’s proper to request a guest list from your mother and 
father, but don’t feel obligated to say yes to every guest. While your parents are 
proud of your accomplishments and want to show you off, their guests add to the 
overall price of the event. Have a sit down with them and communicate about who’s 
important and who acts as a filler. 
 
The do’s and don’ts list is overwhelming and can go on and on, but when taking a 
few points into consideration, you are bettering the wedding suite and overall feel of 



your wedding. The associates at Wedding Bells have made weddings their focus 
and thrive off providing products that meet the requirements of both the Bride and 
Groom. Visit our wedding invitations (Link to: 
https://www.weddingbellinvitations.com/categories/2-single-card-kits) to see what 
meets your needs. 
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